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The territory of marriage: Constitutional law, marriage law and family policy in
the ACT same sex marriage case*
Patrick Parkinson AM and Nicholas Aroney^
This article reviews the background to the High Court's decision in the ACT same sex marriage case and traces the
origin of the court's surprisingly broad definition of what marriage is for the purposes of the marriage power in
s 51(xxi) of the Australian Constitution. It reached this definition largely as a result of suggestions put from the Bench
in oral argument, without the benefit of detailed written submissions on the subject by either the Commonwealth or the
Australian Capital Territory, and in the absence of a contradictor. Intrinsic to the court's reasoning was the proposition
that unless 'marriage' in s 51(xxi) included same-sex marriage then the Commonwealth would not be able to legislate so
as to prevent the states or territories from establishing same-sex marriage. In finding the Commonwealth's power with
respect to marriage does extend to same-sex and other forms of marriage, the court adopted a remarkably one-sided
view of the existing case law on the scope of Commonwealth heads of power. It also did not take into consideration the
wealth of case law directed specifically to the scope of the marriage power. The importance of the new definition is that
now marriage policy in Australia does not depend in any significant way on issues of Constitutional law. While much
has thereby been settled, much is now also unsettled. Marriage is, to a great extent, whatever the Federal Parliament
says it is, so long as the union is a consensual one between persons (however young) and recognised by law as intended
to endure. Specifically, the court has determined that the Constitution places no barrier in the way of polygamous
relationships. What view of marriage the parliament chooses to adopt is a matter for political debate. Four options for
a coherent policy on marriage and family are identified in the light of the High Court's judgment on the scope of the
marriage power. These are (1) to continue with the current policy of treating all kinds of unions as if they were
marriages, irrespective of consent and whether or not they are intended to endure, (2) to differentiate clearly between
ceremonial marriage and informal relationships, (3) to return to the idea that marriage is based on nothing more than
witnessed consent without the need for a celebrant, and (4) to base family policy on the twin axes of marriage and
parenthood.

Introduction
It was the fire that burned brightly for a moment, but rapidly burned itself out, leaving nothing left. The Australian
Capital Territory's bold attempt to introduce same-sex marriage for Australia1 was passed on 22 October 2013 by a
majority of 9 votes to 8, and weddings were permitted to take place in accordance with this legislation from 7
December; but the legislation was struck down less than a week later in a unanimous decision of the High Court on 12
December 2012.2 The High Court acted with impressive speed in bringing this highly sensitive and controversial issue
on for hearing and then providing a written judgment within 9 days of that hearing.
The outcome of the case was entirely unsurprising. The ACT legislation was held to be invalid in its entirety as being
inconsistent (within the meaning of s 28(1) of the Australian Capital Territory (Self-Government) Act 1988) with the
Commonwealth Marriage Act 1961. For all but a few 'true believers', that ought to have been a foregone conclusion.3
What was surprising, however, is that the court based its decision on a premise which neither the Commonwealth, the
Australian Capital Territory nor the amicus curiae, Australian Marriage Equality, advocated as a basis for its case. The
court decided, contrary to the parties' submissions, that it needed first to determine whether the Federal Parliament
could enact a law allowing same sex couples to marry. Because it answered that question in the affirmative, and the
Marriage Act 1961 is intended to be a uniform law for Australia as a whole, it followed that the ACT legislation was
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inconsistent and of no effect.
The Commonwealth in particular had submitted there was no need to determine the scope of the marriage power. While
it preferred a broader view of that power, it argued the Marriage Act 1961 was clearly within power, and clearly
intended to be the only law on marriage for the nation. That was a sufficient basis for declaring the ACT legislation as
having no effect. The Australian Capital Territory and Australian Marriage Equality both put the argument that the
Marriage Act 1961 should be read as only determining the law of marriage for heterosexual couples, leaving the sphere
of same-sex marriage to the states.4
In determining that the Federal Parliament has the power to make laws allowing for marriage between same-sex
couples, the court held that:
'marriage' is to be understood in s 51(xxi) of the Constitution as referring to a consensual union formed between natural persons in
accordance with legally prescribed requirements which is not only a union the law recognises as intended to endure and be
terminable only in accordance with law but also a union to which the law accords a status affecting and defining mutual rights and
obligations.5

This definition has quite radical implications. Although the High Court began its judgment by saying that the 'only issue
which this court can decide is a legal issue' it went well beyond what was necessary to determine the case and to resolve
the controversy at hand. While this is far from unknown for final courts of appeal, normally when appellate judges
provide an exposition of legal principles which go beyond what is needed to resolve the dispute, they do so in response
to the arguments put forward by the parties in the case.
However, the decision should not be understood as taking any particular position in the same-sex marriage debate. Its
real effect is to say that the definition of marriage is an issue for the politicians, and the Australian Constitution imposes
very few constraints. Arguably, as will be seen, even the constraints the court said were implicit in the constitutional
definition of marriage could be challenged on the basis of the same reasoning which the court itself adopted in coming
up with its definition.
While the decision, strictly read, has no implications for the substance of the same-sex marriage debate, it does have
implications for what ought to be regarded as proper processes of legal reasoning. Notwithstanding that the decision
was unanimous, it is at least arguable that the court failed to adhere to the standards of legal reasoning and process that
it justifiably expects of lower courts. If a lower court were to make a decision of such importance without the benefit of
a contradictor, and without properly reviewing the considered dicta contained in previous High Court judgments for and
against the position in dispute, one might expect the High Court to be very critical.6 Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?7
This article first reviews the ACT legislation, and then goes on to explain its origins in arguments put forward by
constitutional law scholar Professor George Williams. The arguments before the court are then reviewed, with particular
reference to the transcript of the hearing in which Hayne J advanced the propositions which were to form the basis of
the court's judgment. In the last part of the article, the implications of the High Court's view of the marriage power are
examined.

The constitutional background
In the last 3 years, there has been an intense public debate concerning whether Australia should follow the path of
certain other jurisdictions to permit same-sex couples to enter into a legal marriage. This article is not concerned with
the merits of that debate -- it has been argued exhaustively elsewhere8 -- but rather to examine the background to and
basis of the High Court's decision and what that decision means for the future of marriage policy in Australia.
In September 2012, two Bills which would have permitted marriages of same-sex couples were decisively defeated in
the Federal Parliament.9 The assumption which was widely held in the media at that time was that the Federal
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Parliament had the power to amend the Marriage Act in this way. In fact, that was less than clear. Although the
preponderance of contemporary academic legal opinion tended to favour the proposition that the power exists, doubts
had also been expressed.10
One of the most fundamental principles of constitutional interpretation is that the words of the Constitution are to be
understood by reference to their meaning when enacted in 1900.11 Closely accompanying this principle, however, is the
proposition that a distinction needs to be drawn between the meaning the words had in 1900 and the application of those
words to changing circumstances. The High Court has often used the philosophical terms 'connotation' and 'denotation'
to draw this distinction. The connotation is the definition or essence of the concept referred to, whereas the denotation is
the class of objects or things which at any particular time are designated by a word. The point was put clearly by
Windeyer J in the Professional Engineers case in 1959:
We must not, in interpreting the Constitution, restrict the denotation of its terms to the things they denoted in 1900. The denotation
of words becomes enlarged as new things falling within their connotations come into existence or become known. But in the
interpretation of the Constitution the connotation or connotations of its words should remain constant. We are not to give words a
meaning different from any meaning which they could have borne in 1900. Law is to be accommodated to changing facts. It is not
to be changed as language changes.12

The distinction between connotation and denotation does not of itself resolve the issue in constitutional interpretation
because it still remains necessary to identify the meaning of the terms used by the Constitution, which is not a
straight-forward task. As Dixon J pointed out in R v Brislan, the subject matter of a head of power must be defined on
the basis of certain 'definite characteristics'.13 But how are the defining characteristics of the variety of topics referred to
in s 51 to be identified?14 The constitutional meaning of a term such as marriage cannot simply be identical with its
ordinary legal meaning in 1900, for otherwise the relevant head of power would not confer any real capacity to change
the law on the topic.15 However, nor can the constitutional concepts be entirely malleable or else it will be possible for
the parliament to declare anything to fall within a constitutional category as a pretext to regulating it.16 Therefore, even
if the denotation or outer circumference of the constitutional concept of marriage now embraces same sex unions,17
responsible constitutional interpretation requires the court to identify its connotation or its core meaning as well;18 but
doing that is not an easy matter.
The traditional definition, that marriage is the voluntary union of a man and a woman for life to the exclusion of all
others, is derived from the classic definition of Sir James Wilde (who later became Lord Penzance) in Hyde v Hyde and
Woodmansee (1866).19 There are four elements to that definition. A marriage must be:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

a voluntary union;
for life;
of one man and one woman; and
to the exclusion of all others.

Hyde v Hyde and Woodmansee was a decision on the construction of a statute which conferred jurisdiction on the court
for Divorce and Matrimonial Causes in England to grant a divorce. It had no necessary bearing on the meaning of
marriage for the purposes of the Commonwealth Constitution. Nonetheless, it was what marriage had meant in English
and Australian law in 1900. Beyond the definition of marriage contained in that judgment, there were other elements
that made up the eligibility requirements for marriage at that time. There were numerous constraints upon who was an
eligible marriage partner based upon consanguinity and affinity. Conversely, however, there was a less restrictive
position taken than now on the minimum age for marriage. At common law, the minimum age was 14 for boys and 12
for girls. That was the position in all the states until Tasmania amended its law in 1942 to set a minimum marriageable
age of 18 for males and 16 for females.20
If the definition of marriage for constitutional purposes is wider than the Hyde v Hyde definition, which elements of this
definition can legitimately be discarded, and to what extent? Could the Federal Parliament pass a law on the basis of the
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marriage power that permits an arranged marriage of an adult man to a 13-year-old girl when the adult man is already
lawfully married to another woman? Even accepting that the usage of a term may evolve over time (and certainly the
concept of marriage has changed over the centuries) there was a powerful argument to be made that the term 'marriage'
as used in s 51(xxi) of the Constitution could not be stretched so far as to embrace a form of marriage involving sexual
unions which were prohibited by the criminal law at the time of Federation, at least if any account was to be taken of the
meaning of marriage at that time. To avoid this, some kind of non-interpretive, purposive approach to determining the
scope of the marriage power would be necessary.21
Whatever the merits of that argument (and constitutional lawyers acknowledged it could be argued both ways), the High
Court resolved the matter by an ex cathedra declaration in the ACT case, laying down a definition of marriage as a
'topic of juristic classification' for the purposes of s 51(xxi) of the Constitution. In the wake of the High Court's
decision, it is now up to the Federal Parliament to determine whether it will seek to extend the meaning of marriage
under the Marriage Act to permit same sex couples to marry.

The ACT enactment
The background to the ACT legislation was that those campaigning for laws allowing same-sex couples to marry
thought there was a possibility that such laws could be passed in the states and territories. They also thought that such
legislation might survive constitutional challenge.
The Labor Premier of Tasmania, Lara Giddings, and Greens leader Nick McKim, jointly sponsored a Bill in the
Parliament of Tasmania to enact a law on same-sex marriage. It passed the Lower House by 13 votes to 11 at the end of
August 2012, but was eventually defeated by a narrow majority in the Upper House in September of that year by 8 votes
to 6. In South Australia, a Marriage Equality Bill was introduced with the support of the Premier.22 Bills were also
introduced in Victoria and Western Australia.23 The NSW Legislative Council established an inquiry to determine
whether legislation should be enacted in that state.24 There was frenzied activity.
The ACT Bill was the first to pass a legislature. The territory has only one Chamber.
The provisions on marriage and dissolution
The Marriage Equality (Same Sex) Act 2013 (ACT) defined 'marriage' as 'the union of 2 people of the same sex to the
exclusion of all others, voluntarily entered into for life'. The definition specifically excluded a marriage within the
meaning of the Marriage Act 1961 (Cth).25 By this means, the ACT legislature sought to reconcile its legislation with
the Marriage Act. A couple could not marry in the ACT if they could do so under that Act.
A marriage between people of the same gender entered into under the ACT law had almost all the characteristics of
marriage as conventionally understood in the Western world. Indeed, the legislation replicated the Marriage Act in
almost every respect save that no-one could marry under the ACT law below the age of 18.26 There were conventional
provisions on solemnisation of marriage, and governing how people were authorised to celebrate a marriage.
Parties to the marriage were to be reminded that: 'you are voluntarily entering into a lawful and binding union, for life,
to the exclusion of all others' (s 14). The legislation also replicated federal divorce law, inasmuch as the grounds for a
dissolution order in s 25 were very similar to a divorce under s 48 of the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth).27
There was nonetheless one highly unusual aspect to the ACT enactment. Section 33 provided:
A marriage under this Act ends if either of the parties to the marriage later marries someone else under -(a)
(b)

a Commonwealth law (including a marriage in another jurisdiction that is recognised by the Commonwealth as a
valid marriage); or
a law of another jurisdiction that substantially corresponds to this Act.
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It followed that a bisexual man or woman could automatically bring an ACT marriage to an end, without seeking a
dissolution, by the simple expedient of marrying someone of the opposite gender either under the Marriage Act 1961
(Cth) or a same-sex marriage law of another jurisdiction.28 In the same way a man who was married under ACT law to
another man could automatically end that marriage if he were to enter into a same-sex marriage with someone else
under the law of another jurisdiction such as Canada. His former partner would not even need to be aware that his ACT
marriage had been unilaterally terminated. An ACT marriage could thereby be terminated by one person at will without
the need for a legal process.
The absence of a residence requirement
The good burghers of Canberra were not content just to allow the marriage of same-sex couples living in that small city
or its environs. They had ambitions for the ACT law to be a same-sex marriage law for the nation. The enactment
purported to allow same-sex couples to marry who had no connection with Canberra whatsoever -- people from all over
Australia and perhaps beyond. In the 5 day window in which such ceremonies could be held, one MP of the WA
Parliament was among those who tied the knot.29
Simon Corbell, the Attorney-General of the ACT defended the absence of a residence requirement by saying:
The position of the Government is that a geographical restriction is not consistent with equality. We cannot purport to promote
equality and then restrict that equality to permanent residents of the territory.30

The constitutional issues
Did the ACT legislation ever have a chance of surviving challenge? Needless to say, the ACT Government thought so;
but the obstacles were always going to be immense, for the law could only be valid if it was not inconsistent with, or
was capable of operating concurrently with, a law of the Commonwealth.31
One law for the Commonwealth
Until 1961, marriage law was a matter for each state to determine. However, the Commonwealth Constitution gives the
Federal Parliament the concurrent power to make laws concerning marriage for the sake of national consistency. It
finally exercised this power in the Marriage Act 1961 which was intended to provide a national and uniform law on
marriage. Taylor J, in the Marriage Act Case (1962),32 stated explicitly that this is its effect. He wrote:
The Marriage Act 1961 is a comprehensive statute enacted pursuant to the power of the Parliament of the Commonwealth to make
laws for the peace order and good government of the Commonwealth with respect to 'Marriage'. It contains a great many provisions
and its main purpose is to establish a uniform marriage law throughout the Commonwealth.33

This is an entirely uncontroversial proposition for anyone familiar with the legislative history of this Act.34 There is
absolutely nothing in the Marriage Act case to suggest that state laws concerning solemnisation of marriages could
survive the enactment of this uniform national law, or that the states retained any residual legislative capacity in relation
to the solemnisation of marriage. The Victorian government challenged the Marriage Act only on the basis that it
covered areas such as legitimacy and bigamy which, it argued, were beyond the legislative capacity of the Federal
Parliament. There was no argument that a state could continue to provide for the solemnisation of marriages in
accordance with its own laws.
That the Act was intended to create one uniform national law for marriage is apparent from the statute itself. Some
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room was left for state law (s 6) but only in relation to the registration of marriages, not their solemnisation. The Act
created a federal system for authorisation of celebrants, and s 28 provided for the transfer of state registers of authorised
celebrants. Section 39 provided:
A person who, under the law of a State or Territory, has the function of registering marriages solemnised in the State or Territory or
a part of the State or Territory may solemnise marriages in that State or Territory or in that part of the State or Territory, as the case
may be.

The Act therefore authorised people who were previously appointed to solemnise marriages under the law of a state or
territory to continue in that role, but their continuing authorisation was to conduct marriages in accordance with the
Marriage Act, not state laws. There was nothing in the Act which contemplated the continuing existence of two
alternative regimes of marriage solemnisation, one state, one federal, after the Marriage Act came into force.
It is true that the Marriage Act is not explicit about covering the field. It does not, for example, say in direct terms that a
marriage solemnised after the commencement of the Act, but under a pre-1961 state law, will be ineffective. It does deal
with the validity of marriages contracted overseas. However, it is a sufficient answer to this that the Marriage Act was
drafted on the assumption that it would provide one uniform law for the country and for that reason it only needed to
deal with the validity of marriages contracted overseas, not those that might (theoretically) be contracted under state
laws. The issue of giving recognition to a marriage purportedly contracted under state law after the commencement of
the Marriage Act simply did not arise.
The ACT legislation was therefore a direct challenge to the idea that there should be only one law for Australia on
marriage.
Professor Williams' argument
The principal question the High Court needed to determine was whether the Marriage Act left any room for the states to
enact laws that would allow a same-sex couple to be treated as married. The ACT legislation rested on the view that
there would be no necessary inconsistency within the meaning of s 28 of the ACT Self-Government Act between a
Commonwealth law that allows a heterosexual couple to marry and a territory law that permits a same-sex couple to
marry.
Professor George Williams had expressed the opinion that there was no necessary inconsistency if a state were to enact
a law allowing only for same-sex marriage. The inconsistency of Commonwealth and state laws is, of course, regulated
by s 109 of the Constitution. Defending the constitutionality of the Tasmanian Bill, he explained:
The one legal impediment to a state same-sex marriage law is that it might be inconsistent with the federal Marriage Act under
section 109 of the Constitution. In this case, the state law is not struck off the statute book, but lies dormant until the inconsistency
is removed.

In any event, there are good reasons why inconsistency might not arise. This is because the laws operate in different fields, with the
federal law covering heterosexual marriage and the Tasmanian bill dealing only with same-sex marriage. It is impossible for a
person to be married under both at the same time.35

This, he said, was the outcome of amendments to the Marriage Act in 2004 which had inserted a definition of 'marriage'
into the Act.36 In a later article, he further observed:
the Federal Marriage Act was amended to make it abundantly clear that for its purposes marriage only means:
"the union of a man and a woman to the exclusion of all others, voluntarily entered into for life."
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The change was championed by Prime Minister John Howard and was intended to remove any possibility of same-sex marriage
being recognised under federal law.

The 2004 changes were effective in limiting the scope of the federal Marriage Act. However, by explicitly and carefully narrowing
the scope of that Act to different sex marriage, it also made it clear that the Act covers the field only with respect to those types of
marriages.

This outcome is perverse given the intentions of the Prime Minister, but in my view it is the legal consequence of the changes he
brought about.37

A similar line of reasoning was later proposed in an opinion given by Bret Walker SC, Chris Young and Perry Herzfeld
for Australian Marriage Equality, which was publicly released.38 In that advice they concluded that the Marriage Act
1961 and the Tasmanian Bill were not inconsistent, either directly or indirectly. In particular, their view was that the
Commonwealth law and the proposed state law dealt with different 'fields' and would therefore not be indirectly
inconsistent: the former, when originally enacted in 1961, had been concerned with 'the existing status of marriage',
available only to persons of the opposite sex, while the Tasmanian Bill regulated the status of 'same sex marriage',
available only to persons of the same sex.39 Moreover, in relation to the 2004 amendments to the definition of marriage
in the Marriage Act, they offered two main arguments. First, if the implication of the amendment was that no state may
permit same sex couples to marry, they considered that the Tasmanian Bill avoided this by being concerned only with
the field of same-sex marriage.40 Second, they denied that any implication should be drawn from the amendment to
suggest that no state may accord a status to same-sex couples which is 'sufficiently similar to marriage'.41
The argument that the amendments brought about by the Marriage Amendment Act 2004 might be given an
interpretation diametrically opposite to the plain intention of the government that introduced those amendments was
certainly a bold one, given the endorsement by both statute and case law, of the idea of purposive interpretation, albeit
objectively understood.42 Professor Williams' argument would have required a court to find that it was the intention of
Parliament in 2004 that the Marriage Act 1961 should no longer cover the field on the solemnisation of marriages in
Australia and that there need no longer be a uniform marriage law for the country. However, the intentions of
Parliament were as clear in 2004 as they were in 1961.43 The Explanatory Memorandum to the Marriage Amendment
Bill 2004 (Cth) stated that the purpose of the amending Bill was 'to give effect to the Government's commitment to
protect the institution of marriage by ensuring that marriage means a union of a man and a woman and that same sex
relationships cannot be equated with marriage'.44 It did not indicate any intention to abandon covering the field of
marriage regulation. As the Attorney-General's Second Reading Speech made clear,45 there was intended to be only one
law of marriage for all of Australia, one which defined marriage in the terms in which it had been traditionally
understood in Australia and the countries from which it derives its social heritage. The Marriage Act 1961 does not
purport to cover only heterosexual marriage. It purports to address the entire topic of marriage completely and
definitively. The 2004 amendment defines that term, in s 5, in accordance with the old common law definition:
marriage means the union of a man and a woman to the exclusion of all others, voluntarily entered into for life.

The indivisibility of marriage
With respect, the fallacy of Professor Williams' view rested in the notion that there is such a status as 'same-sex
marriage' which might exist in a constitutional space separately from 'heterosexual marriage'.46 In fact, the status of
same-sex marriage exists nowhere in the world, even though the expression is used constantly. What there is in every
country is a body of law concerning marriage. A small, but growing, number of jurisdictions allow the relationship of a
same-sex couple to be solemnised as a marriage. In the jurisdictions that have opened up the status of marriage to
same-sex couples, those couples do not enter into a different form of marriage; rather they represent a different kind of
couple who are now permitted to marry. Where the marriage of a same-sex couple is permitted, the couple are governed
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by the same laws and procedures as heterosexual couples both for entry into, and exit from, marriage, and issues
concerning the validity of a marriage or its dissolution are dealt with in the same courts.
The marriage of a man and a woman is a cultural institution that exists in some form or another in almost every culture,
and gains international legal recognition from its universal cultural acceptance. For example, Art 23 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights recognises the 'right of men and women of marriageable age to marry and to
found a family'. However, not all marriages are recognised everywhere. Many countries have for centuries recognised
polygamous marriages, while other countries have rules that withhold or forbid recognition of a polygamous marriage.
This is because polygamy does not command international acceptance. Indeed in cultures with a Judeo-Christian
heritage, bigamy or polygamy is regarded as a crime. A polygamous marriage may well be recognised in other countries
that permit polygamy, but not beyond those like-minded nations. Marriages involving same-sex partners fall into the
same category as polygamous marriages in the sense that they do not command universal international recognition as
marriages.47 Be that as it may, limited-recognition marriages are still forms of marriage.
Any law of marriage must specify which relationships can be solemnised as marriages, and which cannot be. The
Marriage Act 1961 does so in various ways, one being by means of the definition of marriage. If the concept of
marriage were divisible, so that state laws could authorise people to marry who were not authorised to do so under
federal law, the startling consequence would be that, for example, a NSW law which allowed 14 year olds, or brothers
and sisters, to marry, would be valid. So too would a law that permitted polygamous marriages. What would be
undermined by this is the idea that the Federal Parliament can determine, exclusively of the states, who is permitted to
marry whom and in what circumstances. The acceptance of Professor Williams' view would arguably have meant that
state parliaments could not only enact laws permitting same sex marriage, but also polygamous marriages, marriages of
those under 16, marriages which were not voluntarily entered into, and kinds of marriage yet to be invented, such as
fixed term marriages -- those which expire after a set period.

State-based same-sex marriage Bills
Professor Williams' argument in relation to the Tasmanian Bill was that a law which allows for marriage between
same-sex couples would not be inconsistent with the Marriage Act because 'the laws operate in different fields'. From a
constitutional point of view the argument was not without merit, for it was based on a long-established approach to
determining certain kinds of inconsistencies between Commonwealth and state laws.48 On the 'covering the field'
approach, however, the problem is always one of identifying not only the purpose of the Commonwealth law, but also
the relevant fields.49 It is not easy to be certain about how a state law might successfully be drafted both to provide in
some way for 'same-sex marriage' and to avoid inconsistency with what the Marriage Act says about 'marriage'.
Certainly, the greater the differences between the two kinds of marriage, the more likely they will be found to fall
within different fields; but such an assessment is always a question of degree, about which reasonable minds may differ,
making it sometimes very difficult to predict what the High Court will say.
We understand it was these kinds of concerns which led Professor Williams to form the view that the safest course for
advocates of same-sex marriage was to rely on both strategies: the argument that the Commonwealth law is only
concerned with the field of 'heterosexual marriage', leaving the states and territories free to create same sex marriage,
and the argument that a state or territory law which created a new legal status which was sufficiently different from
Commonwealth marriage would evade the 'field' that the Marriage Act purports to cover.50
Given the difficulties involved, the 'marriage equality' Bills which were introduced in Tasmania51 and South Australia52
took some care to distinguish the specific kind of marriage for which they made provision. To this end they attempted
to create a new and different kind of status, hitherto unknown anywhere else in the world, called a 'same sex marriage'
as opposed to being simply a 'marriage' between same sex partners.
For example the Marriage Equality Bill 2012 in South Australia used the language of a 'same sex marriage', not a
'marriage' throughout. The authorised celebrant was to explain (s 14):
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'I am duly authorised by law to solemnise same sex marriages according to law;

Before you are joined in same sex marriage in my presence and in the presence of these witnesses, I am to remind you of the
solemn and binding nature of the relationship into which you are now about to enter;

Same sex marriage, according to law in South Australia, is the lawful union of 2 persons to the exclusion of all others, voluntarily
entered into for life',

or words to that effect.

This new status would have had its own governing law, authorised celebrants (Pt 4) and register (Pt 5). If such a law
were passed, a same-sex couple who went through a ceremony of 'same sex marriage' would not be registered as
married on the same register as heterosexual couples. Instead their relationship would be recorded on the Register of
Same Sex Marriages. Marriage celebrants, authorised to conduct weddings, would not automatically be licensed to
conduct a 'same sex marriage'; they would need to apply for such authorisation from the authorities in South Australia.
The form of these Bills was shaped by a perception of the constitutional limitations on state power to legislate contrary
to the Federal Marriage Act. The view was evidently taken that if a state law concerning 'same sex marriage' were to
have a chance of surviving constitutional challenge then it would need to create a status that is not marriage as such,
however much it was made to look like marriage by copying various aspects of the Marriage Act and by using the
language of 'marriage'. The problem was that the more it was made to look like marriage, the greater the risk of
constitutional invalidity.
It is in the light of this history that the ACT Bill can be better understood. In directly creating a status of marriage for
same-sex couples, rather than the new and hitherto unknown legal status of a 'same-sex marriage', the ACT legislature
was relying purely on the argument that the federal law only covered heterosexual marriage. Professor Williams himself
advised them that this was unlikely to be sufficient and that the legislation ought to be drafted also to take advantage of
the second line of defence. He urged the Attorney-General of the ACT to make substantial amendments.53 However, the
ACT government had committed itself to achieving marriage equality, not a hybrid status somewhere between a real
marriage and a de facto relationship called a 'same-sex marriage'. Furthermore, it had its own constitutional advice that,
as a territory, it was in a different position from the states in terms of the relevant test for inconsistency with federal
law.54 Like Lord Cardigan's famous Charge of the Light Brigade in Crimea, it was a courageous endeavour, but one
doomed to failure.

The marriage power in the written submissions
Any optimism in the ACT's camp was surely dashed once the Commonwealth's written submissions were made
available. The Attorney-General's legal team, led by Justin Gleeson SC, the Solicitor-General, presented an
overwhelming case based on considerable historical research that the Marriage Act was objectively intended to avoid
the conflict of laws problems that can arise when each state has a different marriage law.55 In essence, the
Commonwealth argued that marriage is a status regulated by law which naturally invites uniform regulation across a
polity; and that while it took 60 years for the Commonwealth to exercise its powers in this area, the text, structure and
historical background of the Marriage Act and the Matrimonial Causes Act 1959 (Cth) (later carried through to the
Family Law Act 1975 (Cth)) convey the Commonwealth Parliament's purpose to have a uniform set of rules for the
nation to govern both the essential and formal characteristics for the holding or attaining of the status of marriage, and
the resolution of controversies concerning the determination of matrimonial causes.
One of the central claims made by the Commonwealth, reflecting the argument given above, was that in Australian
marriage law, marriage 'is a single and indivisible concept'. In the light of this, the Commonwealth argued:
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It is not open under the law of Australia for any other legislature to purport to clothe with the legal status of marriage (or a form of
marriage) a union of persons, whether mimicking or modifying any of those essential requirements of marriage, or to purport to
deal with causes arising from any such union.56

Furthermore, the Marriage Act:
leaves no room for a State or Territory legislature to create a status of 'bigamous marriage', 'polygamous marriage', 'arranged
involuntary marriage', 'under age marriage' or 'trial marriage'. Similarly, within and by reason of the schema of the Marriage Act,
couples who are not man and woman (whether same sex or intersex) are and must remain for the purposes of Australian law
'unmarried' persons.57

On the other hand, the Marriage Equality (Same Sex) Act 2013 (ACT), it was submitted, had as its stated objective the
provision of 'marriage equality' by 'purporting to clothe with the legal status of marriage' unions solemnised in the ACT
between persons of the same sex.58 It followed from this, according to the Commonwealth, that the ACT's Marriage
Equality (Same Sex) Act was inconsistent with the Marriage Act and the Family Law Act, within the meaning of
s 28(1) of the Self-Government Act.
On the approach taken by the Commonwealth, there was no need to ascertain whether the marriage power extended to
allow the Federal Parliament to permit marriage of same sex couples. The Commonwealth argued the 'the better view is
that the constitutional concept of "marriage" includes a marriage between members of the same sex',59 but that
observation was made in passing. Indeed, during a directions hearing held on 25 October 2013, when asked by the Chief
Justice whether the Commonwealth's case was dependent upon any premise about the scope of the marriage power, the
Solicitor-General clearly indicated the Commonwealth did not 'intend to hinge [its] argument around that question'.60
The Commonwealth did not, therefore, argue the point about the scope of the Commonwealth marriage power by
reference to the various dicta on the question for or against, for its primary position was that:
Even if ... there is some operative constraint placed upon s 51(xxi) (eg, by reference to the 'customs of our society'),61 that
legislative power permits the Commonwealth to determine exhaustively for the whole of Australia what unions are to be regarded
as 'marriage'.62

The written submissions of the ACT offered little by way of cogent response to these particular arguments.63 The
territory sought to argue that, while the Commonwealth had the power to legislate for same-sex marriage, neither the
Marriage Act nor the Family Law Act manifested an intention to be an exhaustive or exclusive statement of the law
governing the institution of marriage and that the Commonwealth had not exhausted its power either to allow or prohibit
same sex marriage.64 Adopting Professor Williams' 'different fields' argument, it asserted that the Marriage Act was
concerned only with heterosexual marriage as defined under that Act, and that the Marriage Act 'does not speak to
same-sex marriages solemnised in Australia'. It further argued that the Commonwealth had not identified any relevant
provision of the Marriage Equality (Same Sex) Act that demonstrates that it is not capable of operating concurrently
with the Marriage Act nor the Family Law Act within the meaning of s 28 of the Self-Government Act.65 This left room
for the ACT legislation to make provision for same-sex marriage.
The ACT submission did not attempt to refute the Commonwealth's exhaustive examination of the history of marriage
regulation. Nor could it have done so; it was, quite simply, on the wrong side of the legislative history in this respect. It
could rely only on an adaptation of Professor Williams' original argument that, notwithstanding the clear intention of
parliament in amending the Marriage Act in 2004 to make clear that a same-sex union could not be recognised as a
valid marriage, this manifest purpose of the Commonwealth law had to give way to a narrow construction of its specific
provisions.66
This, as we have suggested, was not an approach that could easily be supported by contemporary approaches to
statutory interpretation. As McHugh J put it in Kelly v R, '[t]he literal meaning of the legislative text is the beginning,
not the end, of the search for the intention of the legislature'.67 The role of the court is now seen to be to give effect to
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the ordinary meaning of the words as they are to be understood in the light of the legislation as a whole and the
purposes which that Act was designed to achieve.
The amicus curiae, Australian Marriage Equality, adopted a somewhat different emphasis in its submissions. While it,
too, argued that the Marriage Act was concerned only with heterosexual unions, leaving the topic of same sex unions
open to state and territory regulation, it maintained that there could be no inconsistency between the Commonwealth
law and state or territory laws if the marriage power did not extend to same sex marriages, a submission apparently
calculated to ensure that if the ACT law was held inconsistent, at least the Commonwealth's power to legislate to create
same sex marriage would be affirmed.68 It supported its contentions by submitting that the divisibility of marriage into
different kinds was analogous to the divisibility of 'trade' into various kinds of trade (as referred to in s 51(i) of the
Constitution) and the divisibility of 'corporations' into various kinds of corporations ie, 'trading', 'financial' and 'foreign'
(as referred to in s 51(xx)).69 Its written submissions did not address the very obvious difficulty with this proposition,
namely, that unlike the trade and corporations powers, the marriage power (s 51(xxi)) on its face draws no such
distinctions between various kinds of marriage.
The Commonwealth responded to the arguments of the ACT and the amicus curiae by reference to orthodox principles
of statutory interpretation.70 Repeating again that its submissions did not rest upon a view of the scope of the marriage
power, the Commonwealth reiterated that even if the power does not extend to the topic of same sex marriages, a
Commonwealth law could 'validly state that certain defined unions and no others are to bear the status of marriage'.71
Rejecting the submissions of the amicus curiae, the Commonwealth pointed out that all that is necessary is that a law
has a 'sufficient connection' with the subject matter of marriage. The Commonwealth can clearly prescribe what unions
are to be regarded as 'marriage', and for this power to be efficacious, this necessarily involves a determination of 'what
marriage is not'. Therefore, under the banking power (s 51(xx) of the Constitution) the Commonwealth can determine
that a body that is not licenced as a bank may not use the term 'bank' or 'banking' in providing financial services.
Similarly, under the marriage power, the Commonwealth can prohibit polygamous marriages whether or not it would be
within power for it to make polygamous marriages lawful. The same reasoning, the Commonwealth argued, applied to
same sex marriage.72

The marriage power in oral argument
While the Commonwealth's submissions did not rely upon determining the issue of whether the constitutional meaning
of the marriage power could extend beyond regulating the union of a man and a woman, the Solicitor-General had
scarcely begun his presentation at the hearing of the matter before the issue was raised by Hayne J, who asked whether
any question about the ambit of s 51(xxi) lay as a premise behind the questions that the Commonwealth said needed to
be determined.73 Mr Gleeson SC responded:
Our answer, in short, to that constitutional question will be it is unnecessary for this Court to determine the reach of the powers,
although we have expressed our submission as to the better view for this reason, that if the power were broad and it included an
ability in Parliament to make laws which went beyond the Hyde v Hyde definition of marriage -- at least as to the sex of the parties
-- then the power would amply allow Parliament to say marriage for Australia will go this far and no further ... [I]f the
constitutional power is only in respect to marriages between man and woman -- it is open to the Parliament to say, since we are
regulating marriage, since we are drawing the line in law between married and unmarried, the line shall be drawn at that place we
stipulate, the result being that other polities can obviously regulate different relationships which are not marriages and they can
also, within their own power, extend rights and duties as if persons were in a marriage but the answer to whether you are married is
a singular one under the federal law.74

The argument had not progressed too much further before Kiefel J again raised the constitutional question:
But is not the first question whether or not the constitutional background will inform the question that is before us?75

When French CJ also began to explore this issue, Mr Gleeson replied that the marriage power enabled the
Commonwealth to determine on 'which side of the line' a person falls -- ie, either as married or not married -- and that
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this line could be set either 'within the outer circumference or up to the outer circumference of the power'.76 And on
further questioning, he made clear that the same question arose in relation to the prospect of 'trial' marriages or
polygamous marriages, the implication being that the Commonwealth must be able to deny these kinds of unions as
marriages whether or not its constitutional power enabled it to authorise them as marriages.77
A little later, Hayne J returned to the theme that the court would need to consider the Commonwealth's constitutional
power and that this question could not just go by concession of the parties. Mr Gleeson responded:
First of all, we have put something as the better view. The ACT commends that view. The intervener enthusiastically commends
that view. The court does not have a contradictor on that question. The court would not decide any matter merely on agreement.
That is just not on, absolutely not on. If the matter needs to be decided, the court will decide it and what I had proposed to do, given
there was not a contradictor, was to identify what I will call the narrow argument and then deal with what I will call the broader
argument. So I will seek to identify both those arguments, there being no contradictor. But I do not retreat from the proposition that
because our law on any view has stayed on the right side of the relevant part of the circumference of the circle, it is either at the
circumference or it is inside it. In that sense, it is not necessary to decide the constitutional question.78

Recognising the interest of the court in the scope of the marriage power, Mr Gleeson went on to discuss the broad and
narrow interpretations of the power and proposed possible arguments supporting each, which generated a somewhat
animated dialogue with members of the bench. Clearly, in 1900, polygamous relationships could be valid marriages in
some countries, and indeed some Aboriginal customary marriages were polygamous. Mr Gleeson acknowledged the
strength of the historical arguments for saying that the marriage power extended beyond monogamous marriages.
Evidently, then, both narrower and broader views of the marriage power were presented to the High Court, but there
was no contradictor in the case who was there to argue that the scope of the marriage power, even if it went beyond the
current definition in s 5 of the Marriage Act, extended so far as to allow parliament to change the definition of marriage
to allow same-sex couples to marry.
When the ACT came to argue its side, Kiefel and Hayne JJ were also in the vanguard in exploring the constitutional
aspects. There was this exchange between Hayne J and Ms Eastman SC:
MS EASTMAN: We certainly agree with the Commonwealth that the constitutional meaning of marriage is not limited to
the Hyde v Hyde concept and that since we agree...

HAYNE J: ... and therefore extends to personal unions from which flow legal consequences. I suspect there has to be an element
injected of enduring, has there not?

MS EASTMAN: There does, your Honour.

HAYNE J: Dissoluble only by processes according to law.

MS EASTMAN: Yes. So could I then turn to the other matters that I want to deal with, that...

HAYNE J: Forgive me for persisting a moment.

MS EASTMAN: This is the benefit of being second, perhaps.

HAYNE J: There is no benefit to being second, Ms Eastman. The consequence is that you are denied, are you not? The Territory is
denied the argument that says there are two kinds of personal relationship, one about which the Commonwealth can legislate,
another about which the Territory has.79
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Later, in oral argument, Ms Eastman said:
we agree with the Commonwealth that it is not limited to the Hyde v Hyde meaning of marriage. It might be broader but I do not,
for ACT purposes, seek to say what the outer limits are. But we certainly say, as we have said in our written submissions, that we
do not see that there is any intrinsic limitation.
80

Mr Kirk SC, appearing for Australian Marriage Equality, also preferred a wide view of the marriage power. In its
written submissions, Australian Marriage Equality had placed the constitutional issue as the starting point for
determination of the case.81 It argued:
If Commonwealth legislative power does not extend to recognition and regulation of marriage of same-sex couples, then it would
have no power to regulate that part of the legislative field. If s 51 (xxi) was to be construed as if the word 'marriage' meant
'marriage between men and women', a Commonwealth Act which prohibited State or Territory legislation providing for marriage of
same-sex couples would not be with respect to that head of power. Regulation of marriage between couples of the same-sex would
necessarily be a different -- if closely related -- subject matter to marriage in the constitutional sense.82

This was indeed the most ambitious argument that could be run on behalf of the validity of the ACT legislation. If the
Commonwealth is limited in its power to regulate marriage (so that it can neither authorise nor deny the status of
marriage to same sex couples), and the states are not so confined by those same constitutional limitations, then arguably
at least, a state or territory law which addresses same sex marriage could not be inconsistent with a Commonwealth law
which adopts a narrower definition. Significantly, however, Australian Marriage Equality did not in fact argue for a
limited scope to be given to the marriage power. Rather, it asserted as a matter of first importance that it would be
within power for the Marriage Act to regulate marriages between couples of the same-sex.83 Thus, its argument against
inconsistency had to rest upon the proposition, also relied upon by the ACT, that the Marriage Act was only intended to
govern how heterosexual unions could be given the status of marriage. Mr Kirk further sought to argue, relying on the
second line of defence, that the ACT law created a status of marriage which was sufficiently different to marriage under
the Marriage Act. This argument was given short shrift in the High Court's judgment.84
As to the scope of the marriage power, Mr Kirk offered a non-exhaustive definition of the marriage power in these
terms:
It should be held that the marriage power in s 51(xxi) extends at least as we say the attribution of legal status that marriage to
personal unions of persons who wish to be recognised as having that joint legal status [sic]. Now, we might also add to that the
notion of on an enduring basis ... we pick up some of the aspects of Hyde v Hyde but only some. We pick up, obviously, the notion
of union, the notion of status and perhaps also the notion of enduring basis, but we exclude issues of man and woman, obviously
enough, and we exclude also the issue of to the exclusion of all others ...85

However, while Mr Kirk acknowledged the dangers in seeking to be too definitive, he did not explain the juridical basis
on which he was free to choose some aspects of the Hyde v Hyde definition while discarding others or why he chose the
elements he did as being criteria for a marriage under the marriage power.

The judgment
And so, finally, to the unanimous judgment of the six members of the court.86 It began somewhat inauspiciously with a
statement that the above analysis cannot fully support. The judges wrote:
The Commonwealth, the Territory and Australian Marriage Equality Inc (as amicus curiae) all submitted that the Federal
Parliament has legislative power to provide for marriage between persons of the same sex. That submission is right and should be
accepted.87
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The Commonwealth certainly submitted that they thought this was the better view, but Mr Gleeson was at pains to
explain the case for both a broader and narrower reading of the marriage power, and his argument was that the court did
not need to determine the scope of the marriage power. Furthermore, he had said:
The court would not decide any matter merely on agreement. That is just not on, absolutely not on.88

But it appears that it was on. While in para 8 of the judgment the court said that the issue of constitutional power could
not be determined by agreement or concession, the fact is that there was no controversy between the parties on the scope
of the marriage power. In oral argument, counsel affirmed their agreement with propositions advanced by Hayne J. The
court did not have the benefit of an argument presented fully by a contradictor.
The court then went on to explain, contrary to the submission of the Commonwealth, that it needed to determine the
scope of the marriage power, accepting in this regard the proposition advanced, but not relied upon, by Australian
Marriage Equality:
This court must decide whether s 51(xxi) permits the Federal Parliament to make a law with respect to same sex marriage because
the ACT Act would probably operate concurrently with the Marriage Act if the Federal Parliament had no power to make a national
law providing for same sex marriage. If the Federal Parliament did not have power to make a national law with respect to same sex
marriage, the ACT Act would provide for a kind of union which the Federal Parliament could not legislate to establish. By contrast,
if the Federal Parliament can make a national law providing for same sex marriage, and has provided that the only form of marriage
shall be between a man and a woman, the two laws cannot operate concurrently.89

This was, of course, the position Hayne J had articulated in argument with Ms Eastman. Why then, according to the
court, did the marriage power extend to allow the parliament to enact a law which permits marriage between same-sex
couples? In the absence of serious argument from the bar table, the court set up an argument it would then knock down:
All arguments to the contrary of the conclusion that s 51(xxi) would support a law providing for same sex marriage begin by
referring to what is asserted to have been the settled understanding of the meaning of 'marriage' at the time of federation. It is said
that, at federation, 'marriage' was well understood to have the meaning given to it by several nineteenth century English cases and
that the reference to 'marriage' in s 51(xxi) must be read accordingly. That is, reference is made to the nineteenth century judicial
definitions of marriage on the footing that s 51(xxi) uses a legal term of art, the particular content of which is fixed according to its
usage at the time of federation.90

No 'arguments to the contrary' were actually referenced; no reputable scholar was cited as advancing the proposition the
court went on to reject. The argument that the marriage power could extend no further than to encompass the voluntary
union of a man and a woman for life to the exclusion of all others is perhaps the narrowest possible view of the
marriage power. A broader view might have been that the marriage power extended at least to the recognition of
Aboriginal customary marriages including those which were actually or potentially polygamous, and that it also might
include giving marital status to informal marriages involving the exchange of promises between a man and a woman
without a priest or other marriage celebrant conducting the ceremony, as had been the case at common law for much of
the history of Christendom. A wider view still would have been that the marriage power extended to recognising all
forms of polygamous marriage, since this was a very well-established form of marriage at the time of federation.
The court cited Windeyer J's judgment in the Marriage Act Case with approval in various places, but did not set out an
important passage in which he explained his view of the scope and limitations of the marriage power. That passage, the
most substantial discussion of the issue by any High Court judge prior to the ACT case, was as follows:
It has been suggested that the Constitution speaks of marriage only in the form recognized by English law in 1900. The word, it is
said, is to be read as defined by the famous phrase of Lord Penzance in Hyde v Hyde (1866) LR 1 P & D at 133, 'the voluntary
union for life of one man and one woman, to the exclusion of all others'; and that therefore the legislative power does not extend to
marriages that differ essentially from the monogamous marriage of Christianity. That seems to me an unwarranted limitation.
Marriage can have a wider meaning for law. For example, Justinian described it broadly as the union of husband and wife involving
the habitual intercourse of daily life, nuptiae sive matrimonium est viri et mulieris coniunctio, individuam conseutudinem [sic]
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vitae continens (Inst 1, 9, 1); and he said that those citizens are joined together in lawful wedlock who are united according to law,
qui secundum praecepta legum coeunt (Inst 1, 10, 1). And Higgins J. in the course of his judgment in the Brewery Labels Case -that it was a dissenting judgment is immaterial for present purposes -- said: 'Under the power to make laws with respect to marriage
I should say that the Parliament could prescribe what unions are to be regarded as marriages' and later, he was speaking of trade
marks: 'The usage in 1900 gives us the central type; it does not give us the circumference of the power'. I express no view on
whether, theoretically, it would be within the power of the Commonwealth Parliament to make polygamy lawful in Australia. That
question has absolutely no reality. But for some purposes, including the legitimacy of children and rights of succession, our law
does recognize polygamous, or potentially polygamous, marriages contracted in countries where such marriages are lawful by
persons domiciled there ... If, instead of leaving the resolution of such matters to the principles of comity and private international
law, the Commonwealth Parliament were to legislate expressly for the recognition by Australian courts of such unions when lawful
by domiciliary law, such an enactment would, I should think, be within its power. And a law dealing with the tribal marriages of
aboriginal inhabitants of Australia might also, I would think, be within power.91

The proposition that marriage can have a wider meaning for constitutional purposes, but is still limited to some extent
by what was understood in 1900 to be the central type of marriage, was the kind of intermediate proposition that might
have been advanced by an able contradictor in the ACT case. Windeyer J's view of the marriage power represented an
orthodox and thoughtful application of the connotation/denotation distinction. The court in the ACT case cited aspects
of Windeyer J's view while ignoring others. It wrote:
The description given by Windeyer J identifies the content of the relevant topic of juristic classification in a way which does not fix
either the concept of marriage or the content and application of choice of law rules according to the state of the law at federation.92

That is so, but Windeyer J also expressed no more than an open mind as to whether the marriage power was wide
enough to allow parliament to legalise polygamy. He did ground his view clearly in the notion that the meaning of a
word in 1900 gives the central type, if not the circumference of power.
Having set up the narrowest possible view of the marriage power as if it were the only view that stood in the way of
accepting that the power extended to marriage between same sex couples, the court went on to demolish that straw man.
The court stated that marriage was used in the Constitution in the sense of a 'topic of juristic classification'. The court
reasoned:
The status of marriage, the social institution which that status reflects, and the rights and obligations which attach to that status
never have been, and are not now, immutable. Section 51(xxi) is not to be construed as conferring legislative power on the Federal
Parliament with respect only to the status of marriage, the institution reflected in that status, or the rights and obligations attached
to it, as they stood at Federation.93

Such a proposition is, of course, entirely valid, given the history of marriage over the centuries. After reviewing further
the nineteenth century case law and explaining that it could not and should not be controlling for the purposes of
determining the scope and limits of the marriage power in the Australian Constitution, the court said:
Once it is accepted that 'marriage' can include polygamous marriages, it becomes evident that the juristic concept of 'marriage'
cannot be confined to a union having the characteristics described in Hyde v Hyde and other nineteenth century cases. Rather,
'marriage' is to be understood in s 51(xxi) of the Constitution as referring to a consensual union formed between natural persons in
accordance with legally prescribed requirements which is not only a union the law recognises as intended to endure and be
terminable only in accordance with law but also a union to which the law accords a status affecting and defining mutual rights and
obligations.94

The court went on to indicate that it was not essential to marriage for the purposes of the marriage power that there be a
celebrant:
The formal requirements to establish the union, and thus the legally recognised status of marriage, may be very simple (for
example, no more than the exchange of certain promises before witnesses).95
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Having decided that the Commonwealth could legislate for same-sex marriage, the court went on to hold that the
Marriage Act provided a national law on who may marry. It concluded thus:
These particular provisions of the Marriage Act, read in the context of the whole Act, necessarily contain the implicit negative
proposition that the kind of marriage provided for by the Act is the only kind of marriage that may be formed or recognised in
Australia. It follows that the provisions of the ACT Act which provide for marriage under that Act cannot operate concurrently with
the Marriage Act and accordingly are inoperative.96

This use of the unqualified term 'marriage' is significant. As the court noted, the express purpose of the ACT Act was to
secure 'marriage equality' and therefore provided for a status of 'marriage' per se.97 This distinguished the ACT Act
from the Tasmanian Bill, which consistently referred to 'same-sex marriage' as a status putatively distinct from
'heterosexual marriage'. Does this leave open the argument that the states and territories remain free to establish
same-sex marriage provided they define it as a status that does not purport to regulate the same status of marriage
regulated by the Marriage Act? Given the court's reasoning, we think not.
There are several features of the court's reasoning which suggest that a law even in the form of the Tasmanian Bill
would now be found inconsistent with the Marriage Act. The first is that not only did the court characterise the
Marriage Act as laying down 'a comprehensive and exhaustive statement of the law' with respect to marriage,98 but it
considered that the Marriage Act gives rise to an 'implicit negative proposition that the kind of marriage provided for by
the Act is the only kind of marriage that may be formed or recognised in Australia'.99 Adopting Professor Williams'
'two fields' argument, the Territory had submitted its Act did not regulate the 'same status of "marriage"'. However, the
court made two essential points in response. The first was that what mattered was the 'legal content and consequences of
the status' created by the ACT Act, 'not merely the description given to it'. Therefore, it seems that a state or territory
cannot get around the Marriage Act simply by calling something 'same sex marriage'; what matters is the substance of
the law. The second point was that although the Marriage Act 'carves out [only] a part' of the entire 'domain' of
marriage considered as a 'topic of juristic classification', the court made clear that the negative implication that arises
from the Act 'governs the whole of that domain' such that 'the only form of marriage which may be created or
recognised is that form which meets the definition provided by the Marriage Act'.100
Given the Marriage Act thus 'sets the bounds' of the legal status of marriage in Australia,101 there seems now to be very
little room for the states to construct an alternative status of 'same sex marriage', no matter how carefully or narrowly
the law is drafted. Only if the new status could not, on analysis, be characterised as a 'marriage' of some kind, would it
avoid the negative implication that the court said flows from the language of the Marriage Act.

Constitutional pragmatism
If these are the implications of the judgment, what are we to say about the cogency of its reasoning? Paragraph 33 of the
judgment, defining marriage for the purposes of the marriage power, seems to us to be especially problematic, for it
involves a considerable leap of logic. It is one thing to say that the juristic concept of 'marriage' cannot be confined to a
union having the characteristics described in Hyde v Hyde and other nineteenth century cases. It is another to say that
the marriage power extends to a form of marriage which was unknown anywhere in the world in 1900, and which would
have been seen as quite contrary to the sexual mores of the time -- at least as reflected in the criminal law. On the High
Court's definition, only one element of the Hyde v Hyde definition remained -- that a marriage must be a voluntary
union. Even the idea that marriage should be presumptively for life was replaced with the notion that the law should
recognise the relationship as 'enduring' unless and until terminated in accordance with law. The logical problem
concerns not only the elements of the definition that are excluded, but those that are positively included as well.102
It is clear from the written submissions and oral argument that the origins of this definition lay not in the submissions of
the parties concerning the scope to be given to the marriage power (even Mr Kirk SC ventured at most a non-exhaustive
definition) but in the ideas put to senior counsel by Hayne J. Mr Kirk picked up the notion that the idea that the
relationship should be intended to endure from Hayne J's observations in dialogue with Ms Eastman SC.
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What is remarkable about the court's judgment is that in coming up with this definition of marriage for the purposes of
the marriage power, the court made almost no reference to the considered dicta of a number of previous members of the
High Court concerning the scope of the marriage power. No reference was made, for example, to the comment of
Brennan J in Fisher v Fisher that:
[t]he nature and incidents of the legal institution which the Constitution recognises as 'marriage' and which lie within the power
conferred by s 51(xxi) are ascertained not by reference to laws enacted in purported pursuance of the power but by reference to the
customs of our society, especially when they are reected in the common law, which show the content of the power as it was
conferred.103

Nor was there any discussion of his dicta in R v L which referred back to the Hyde v Hyde definition.104 Other dicta
might also have been considered.105
The High Court's definition of marriage for the purposes of the marriage power was grounded neither in tradition nor
authority. The basis for saying that the marriage power could include same sex unions was based only on the
proposition that because other legal systems now provide for marriage between persons of the same sex, the juristic
concept of marriage in s 51(xxi) includes such unions.106 By failing even to consider Brennan J's notion that the
meaning of marriage might be determined in some way by reference to the customs of Australian society as reflected in
the common law, the court essentially held that marriage can be whatever another country says it is. No longer is it to be
anchored, even to a limited extent, in the traditions and values of this country or the connotation of the word at the time
of federation. This was constitutional interpretation transformed by globalisation.
At the same time, however, the court also adopted certain positive elements as part of the constitutional definition of
marriage: it must be consensual, it must be between natural persons, it must be in accordance with legally prescribed
requirements, it must be intended to endure (although terminable in accordance with law) and it must be a union to
which the law accords a status and attaches mutual rights and obligations. Given the reasoning of the court used to
reject the Hyde v Hyde definition, this insistence upon particular positive elements is all the more remarkable. Plainly,
the requirement that marriage must be consensual excludes non-consensual 'arranged marriages'. On what ground are
these excluded? The laws and practices of other countries clearly allow such marriages to exist. Certainly, prevailing
Australian customs and mores oppose the legal recognition of such unions, but why insist on these customs and mores
and not others? The court's reasons for rejecting an exclusive heterosexual definition of marriage seem to preclude any
appeal to 'morality', for the court was explicit and insistent that the juristic conception of marriage must not be confined
by any 'preconceived notion of what marriage "should" be'.107 But what other than normative reasons could provide a
sound basis for maintaining that the constitutional meaning of marriage is limited to consensual unions?
If a committed contradictor had been available to scrutinise these propositions, these inconsistencies in reasoning might
have been avoided. None of the states chose to intervene in the case, even though, as it transpired, the court made a very
significant determination about the scope of the Commonwealth's power to legislate with respect to marriage. If a state
Solicitor-General had the opportunity to question the wide view of Commonwealth power that was in issue, the
reasoning of the court, if not the result, might have been very different. For example, much reliance was placed on the
observation of Higgins J in the Brewery Labels Case, that the constitutional conception of marriage cannot be tied to the
state of the law at any particular time, for otherwise the power to make law will become illusory.108 Reasoning in this
way draws attention to only one side of the argument - the side that pushes in the direction of expanded
Commonwealth legislative power. But Higgins J in that case also drew attention to the other side of the argument: the
Commonwealth cannot be allowed to proclaim simply anything to be a marriage, for that would render the specificity of
the Commonwealth's enumerated legislative powers similarly illusory. The Commonwealth, he pointed out, cannot be
allowed to have power under the Constitution to enact what he called a 'sham' law which deems some other entirely
different subject matter to be a 'trade mark' as a pretext to regulating it.109
This is not to say that the court's conclusion that the Commonwealth's power extends to the authorisation of polygamous
or same sex marriages is necessarily incorrect. But it is to question the one-sided mode of reasoning that led to this
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conclusion, as well as to a constitutional definition of marriage which contains positive elements which were not
themselves the subject of adversarial forensic scrutiny. Indeed, the court could, as the Commonwealth urged, have
avoided adopting a view about the outer limits of the marriage power. For it is surely correct that a power to legislate
with respect to some subject matter which involves a special status, office or function (such as marriage, aliens or
banking) includes a power to determine whether a person or body does or does not have that status, office or function.
To take a less controversial example: imagine if the Commonwealth had a power to legislate with respect to
'universities'. Can it be seriously doubted that, whatever definition of universities might be adopted, the power would
include the ability to determine that the term 'university' could not be used by a particular institution unless it met
certain criteria? Just because the states could not be precluded under s 109 from legislating with respect to
non-universities would not prevent the Commonwealth from determining that they would not have power to accord the
status and name of 'university' to such institutions.110
That said, it would be a mistake to think that the High Court was expressing an opinion in favour of same sex marriage
as a matter of policy. After all, the same definition and logic, based in the history of marriage across many cultures and
centuries, would allow a federal statute to permit polygamous marriages of 13-year-old girls, provided the union is
consensual. The restraints upon parliament so doing are political, not constitutional. In the High Court's view of the
marriage power, the juristic concept of marriage is broad enough to include other countries' understanding of marriage
even if their cultural mores are sharply at variance with our own.
Clearly then, the High Court was not taking a position on what the eligibility requirements for marriage ought to be.
Rather, the most likely basis for the ex cathedra definition of marriage was constitutional pragmatism. Decisively, the
High Court took itself out of the equation in the intense social debate about same sex marriage. It settled the controversy
about which legislature has the power to determine the issue. In deciding that only the Federal Parliament can determine
this, it also made it clear that unelected judges had no role to play in determining the issue on its merits. Once again, the
court avoided the idea that the great moral and social issues of our time are to be determined by an oligarchy of the elite,
as happens in the United States and Canada, often by the barest of majorities. The High Court's decision may have been
based neither in tradition nor authority, but it was reflective of a more fundamental view of the judicial role. Whether
such a view ultimately is more likely to maintain respect for the law than determining questions about which the
oligarchy has no special wisdom, remains an open question.

Implications of the broad view of the marriage power
Much has been settled by the ACT case, but much also is unsettled. One question that arises is whether, if some
elements of the accepted definition in 1900 are not essential to the marriage power, why could not other elements be
jettisoned also? Why does marriage need to be intended to endure, as Hayne J thought? Could not the Federal
Parliament enact a provision in the Marriage Act that such unions automatically terminate after 10 years unless the
vows are renewed? Furthermore, as our analysis above points out, it has not always been of the essence of marriage that
it is a voluntary union. Arranged marriages have long played a part in customary social organisation. Marriages
arranged between the royal families of Europe were for centuries an important element of international relations. There
have no doubt been varying degrees of voluntariness and choice for the parties involved in such marriages, but it would
be reasonable to assume there have been many daughters throughout history who have been given away in marriage
without any real choice at all.
If the basis for the court's view of the marriage power is that marriage has evolved in various ways throughout history
and differs from one culture to another, then arguably there are no theoretical limits to what Parliament could define as a
marriage. It is somewhat arbitrary to insist that some elements remain essential to marriage for the purposes of the
marriage power while others do not. If the present members of the court can pick and choose, without grounding their
argument in the connotation of marriage as it stood in 1900, nor in the considered dicta of their predecessors, then their
successors can do so as well.
The future of marriage is now firmly with the Federal Parliament. The High Court's definition of what is within the
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scope of the marriage power says nothing about what marriage and family policy in Australia ought to be. Australian
law on relationships is currently in a complete muddle. In various places around the country, there are marriages, civil
partnerships or civil unions,111 registered de facto relationships,112 and unregistered de facto relationships,113 all of
which end up being treated in almost exactly the same way as marriages at least once certain thresholds are met (and
subject to proof if the existence of the relationship is contested).
Accordingly, Australian law accords almost all the rights and obligations of marriage to any consensual union formed
between natural persons without the need to enter formally into, or exit from, that status by means of a ceremony or a
court order, and whether or not the relationship was intended to endure. There are almost no eligibility requirements to
be treated as being in a de facto relationship other than a prohibition on a few relationships by consanguinity or through
adoption.114 There is no minimum age (although the age of consent may make sexual intercourse within a de facto
relationship illegal in some circumstances), no impediment if one is already married to another person115 and no
requirement that the relationship be monogamous.116
Under the current law, marriage-like obligations are imposed upon same sex and opposite sex couples irrespective of
their intentions, without their consent, and often without their knowledge. When couples break up, one of them may
well be shocked to find that he or she is treated for the purposes of property division and maintenance as if he or she had
made a commitment to marry -- with all that this entails -- when this was not what was intended by either of them. One
of the issues that needs to be considered very carefully in any principled revision of the law of relationships therefore is
the freedom not to be treated as if one were married despite consciously choosing not to enter into matrimony.
There is also a need for consistency. Courts exercising jurisdiction under the Family Law Act now regularly allow an
applicant to assert that he or she was in a de facto relationship, and thereby to claim that the other person owes
obligations akin to marriage to them in terms of property settlement, even after a history of telling Centrelink or the
Australian Taxation Office that he or she is single.117

The future of marriage policy
Broadly speaking, we suggest there are four options for the future of marriage and family policy in Australia in the light
of the High Court's bold new definition of the meaning of marriage for the purposes of the marriage power. The first is
that we continue to muddle through, treating both unions in which the parties intend to marry and those in which they
do not, as marriages in terms of the mutual rights, obligations, privileges and responsibilities that the relationship
involves -- notwithstanding the High Court's emphasis upon a 'consensual union' formed 'in accordance with legally
prescribed requirements' as the basis for marital rights and obligations.
The second is that the law reaffirms an understanding of marriage, whether or not it includes same-sex couples, based
upon the notion that it is a voluntary union of two persons for life to the exclusion of all others, which is pronounced as
being in existence by a marriage celebrant lawfully authorised to do so. The logic of such a reaffirmation would be to
say that those who have not chosen to enter into such a union which is intended to endure (as the High Court suggests),
and who have not agreed to accept mutual rights and obligations, should not be treated as if they were married.
The third is that the concept of marriage should be returned to its foundational core, being based only on the consent of
the parties to take on those mutual rights and obligations, and thereby to accept those legal privileges associated with
being married. On such an approach, there would be no need for a celebrant. Marriage would be effected by registration,
and non-registered informal relationships would not be recognised as giving rise to the mutual rights and obligations of
marriage.
As a matter of history, ecclesiastical law recognised that a marriage could be entered into merely by consent through
verba de praesenti or verba de futuro subsequente copula -- that is, an exchange of promises involving present intent to
marry or a promise to marry in the future which was consummated by sexual intercourse. No witnesses were necessary.
The priest's role originally emerged because the Church, from about the thirteenth century onwards, encouraged people
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to enter into their mutual promises ad ostium ecclesiae -- at the doors of the Church -- and with the priest as a reliable
witness. Even having witnesses has not, historically, been central to marriage, although they may have been important
to its proof.118
Returning to the core understanding of a marriage as a consensual union which is adequately evidenced, and which does
not rely upon state approval, would place the government in a position of neutrality in terms of different understandings
of marriage, for subject to basic eligibility requirements, marriage would be defined by self-election and description
rather than by governmental recognition. If this view of marriage were adopted, then arguably, those eligibility
requirements ought to be no greater than currently exist for a de facto relationship, since, as Australian law has now
developed, it makes no sense to impose eligibility requirements for marriage when almost all the rights, obligations,
privileges and responsibilities of marriage apply to people whether or not they satisfy those eligibility requirements.
Having said that, the eligibility requirements for legal recognition of a de facto relationship are so few that these may
need to be reconsidered. In particular, a 13-year-old girl could be recognised as being in a de facto relationship,119 with
all its rights, obligations, privileges and responsibilities even if her adult partner was lawfully married to someone else.
Of course, if there were proof of sexual intercourse with her then criminal law issues would arise; and the child
protection authorities might get involved. Yet such is the laxity and confusion surrounding family policy in Australia
that the law would potentially treat such a de facto relationship as being one that the law should recognise.
If parliament were to redefine marriage as resting entirely on the consent of the parties, evidenced by witnesses in the
same way that other much less important legal commitments need to be witnessed, then marriage could be restored to its
former position as predominantly a religious, cultural and customary institution that does not rest upon state recognition
or approval.
The fourth option is that the law should recognise mutual rights and obligations as arising from only two sources,
marriage and parenthood. Couples who choose to marry would assume the rights and obligations associated with the
marital state by consent. Couples whose relationship resulted in the birth of a child would have mutual rights and
obligations inter se arising out of their shared duty to take care of their child, irrespective of whether they have ever
lived together.120 It would avoid the problem that a father who may well be able to afford it does not need to make any
contribution of capital to house the mother of his child, but has all the obligations associated with marriage if he is
adjudged to have in some sense 'lived together' with the mother sufficiently to be treated to be in a de facto relationship
with her.121
These are not mutually exclusive. The fourth option is compatible with the understanding of marriage in either the
second or third approaches.
These are matters for the state, territory and Commonwealth Parliaments, and they would need to work together to
provide a coherent set of laws on familial relations for the nation as a whole.

Conclusion
The High Court has indicated that the Constitution has almost nothing to say on the subject of the eligibility
requirements for marriage other than that it be consensual. Even that is open to challenge based on historical and
comparative cultural analysis, based upon the High Court's reasoning. The High Court's judgment was commendably
handed down in only 9 days, but perhaps it would have been better if the judges had taken a little longer, and allowed
more debate about a question of such constitutional, political, social, moral and religious significance. What is clear is
that these dimensions of our marriage policy cannot be avoided in the political debate.

* This article is based on a paper given by Patrick Parkinson at a Current Constitutional Controversies colloquium organised by the TC
Beirne School of Law, University of Queensland, Queen Elizabeth II Courts of Law building, Brisbane, 19 March 2014. The support of
ARC Discovery Project grant DP120101590 is gratefully acknowledged. Thanks to the reviewers, the editor and Prof George Williams for
helpful comments on earlier drafts.
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